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SECTION 1

PURPOSE OF MITRE NRLA PROGRAM

The MITRE Network Repair Level Analysis (NRLA) program is intended to serve as a
supplementary tool to the current NRLA model [1] which was implemented and is maintained
by Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC). Both of these software packages are intended to
calculate most cost-effective repair level decisions (i.e., repair at base, repair at depot, or scrap
on failure) for all line replaceable units (LRUs) and shop replaceable units (SRUs) within a
given Air Force system. To make such decisions, both models must obtain specific LRU,
SRU and support equipment (SE) costs associated with all possible repair options.

In order to provide a self-contained repair level analysis (RLA) capability, the AFLC
NRLA incorporates a generic LCC model which will calculate the particular costs which must
be provided as input to the RLA algorithm. Thus, the AFLC Model is actually a combined life
cycle cost (LCC) model and RLA algorithm. This feature is very convenient, especially incases where no prior LCC model or alternative cost calculation method exists.

However, since the LCC model component of the AFLC NRLA is generic, a number of
simplifying assumptions were made in its structure in order to facilitate computer
implementation. For example, the equations of this LCC model treat all deployment bases as
being identical, both in terms of maintenance capabilities and in quantities and type of deployed
equipment.

For many Air Force programs, e.g., the Joint STARS and MILSTAR Terminal Segment
Systems, this assumption simply does not hold. In fact, there is often wide variation in
equipment deployment from base to base with some bases providing greater maintenance
capabilities than others. For example, under both the Joint STARS and MILSTAR support
concepts some bases will be designated as centralized intermediate maintenance facilities
(IMFs) which will provide repair support to the remaining base locations. Therefore, even if
all LRUs and SRUs are designated as base repairable, only the IMFs will require the associated
support equipment. In addition, the calculation of initial spares requirements will vary
significantly from base to base, especially in cases where bases receive not only different
quantities, but different V= of equipment. For example, the MILSTAR system might include
100 B-52 terminals which are deployed to only 4 bases out of a total of 70 MILSTAR bases.
Therefore, only these 4 bases will require spares of B-52 terminal-specific LRUs and SRUs.
These effects do not average out when using a uniform base deployment assumption. Thus,
application of the AFLC NRLA model to systems which do not satisfy this uniformity of
deployment bases assumption will necessarily lead to inaccuracies in the LCC calculations,
which in turn will create uncertainty as to the cost-effectiveness of the resulting repair level
decisions.

In some cases, again such as in the Joint STARS and MILSTAR programs, a detailed,
system-specific LCC model [2,3] does exist which represents the system deployment and
logistics structure much more accurately. However, the computer implementation of the AFLC
NRLA model does not permit its two components, the generic LCC model and the RLA
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algorithm, to be separated and executed independently. In particular, its generic LCC model
cannot be bypassed so that LCC inputs can be provided directly to the RLA algorithm.

The MITRE NRLA program provides exactly this last capability. It executes the same
network RLA algorithm as the AFLC model does, but it allows for -- in fact, it requires --
direct input of the required LCC factors. These LCC factors may be generated by any chosen
LCC model or other calculation method, and need only be provided in properly formatted data
files. Thus the MITRE NRLA program may be applied when the assumptions of the AFLC
generic LCC model do not hold and there is an alternative means of generating the required
LCC inputs to the NRLA algorithm.

The AFLC NRLA user's guide provides a thorough discussion of the RLA problem and
the network flow algorithm used to solve it. Since we wish to keep our own user's manual
reasonably self-contained, we will also provide a discussion on these topics. This redundancy
is for the reader's convenience. In fact, we have made use of a number of well-phrased
paragraphs from the AFLC document. These borrowed paragraphs include sections 2.1, 2.2,
and 2.5. In addition, appendix A is a slightly edited version of section 4 in the AFLC guide.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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NSECTION 2

U NETWORK REPAIR LEVEL ANALYSIS ALGORITHM

I 2.1 OVERVIEW OF REPAIR LEVEL PROCESS

Before an Air Force system is deployed in the field, repair-level decisions must be made
for the component LRUs and SRUs of the end item being procured. As a prerequisite to these
decisions, each component must be analyzed to determine the different ways in which it may be
unable to perform its required functions. Inability to perform a required function constitutes a
failure. A component failure may occur when an LRU fails as the result of the failure of one or
more of its internal SRUs, or, as a result of a failure which is not within a specific SRU item.
The LRU/SRU or LRU/non-SRU failure combination is called a "failure mode". For thoseIfailure modes where repair is technically feasible, a repair level decision must be made where
the decision involves choosing among depot level repair, discard (scrap), and intermediate
(base) repair. For many LRUs, all repairable failure modes are assigned the same repair level
alternative; however, some LRUs could have intermediate repair assigned for some failure
modes and depot repair assigned for other failure modes. Included among the factors
influencing each repair level decision are the life cycle costs associated with each repair level
and the availability of support equipment and repair facilities at base and depot.

I The NRLA solution method described below deals with economic factors affecting the
repair level decisions. In the model, the economic analysis of repair level decisions is based on
specific life cycle costs associated with each repair level option. The NRLA calculation need
not address a comprehensive set of LCC elements. It must include only those elements which
directly impact the repair level decision.

I 2.2 THE RLA NETWORK

The NRLA solution algorithm is an analytic optimization technique which may be applied
to making repair level decisions. This technique is fundamentally different from the previous
Air Force repair level analysis methodology in a number of significant ways. The previous Air
Force RLA methodology [4] was a heuristic procedure which tried to account for the costs of
shared resources, such as support equipment, by distributing their costs, using a proration
scheme, to the individual LRUs and SRUs that required them. This proration procedure did
not always produce the least total cost solution for the overall system. In fact, for certain
examples, it was shown to recommend the highes cost set of decisions. The network
algorithm approach to the RLA problem was developed by the MITRE Corporation I and was
subsequently adopted by AFLC as the standard RLA methodology [1].

I The NRLA algorithm is a true optimization technique which eliminates the key faults of the
previous heuristic RLA procedure. It determines repair level recommendations simultaneously

IThe first author should be contacted for further infornation on this early wor&
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for all the failure modes of a group of LRUs and for the SRUs associated with the LRUs, as
opposed to considering each failure mode and SRU independently. The support equipment
required to accomplish LRU and/or SRU repair is considered to be a resource whose cost must
be economically justified by the group of LRUs and/or SRUs which require it. This cost is
jointly shared by the group of items requiring the resource; however, the cost is not prorated to
the individual items in the group. Finally, as a consequence of these fundamental differences, I
the model is able to make repair level recommendations such that the total cost for the group of
LRUs and SRUs is minimized. Thus, this method determines the economically optimal set of
repair level decisions for the entire group of items.

As previously stated, the solution algorithm determines repair level recommendations
based solely on economic considerations. Further, the costs associated with each repair level
option should be those which are specifically incurred as a result of choosing the option. i
Thus, the life cycle costs for spares and support equipment are included because the total
expenditure is a function of the repair level decisions.

Cost values used by the model for determining repair level decisions should be based on
data factors relevant to the

(1) End-item utilization
(2) Maintenance system costs
(3) Supply system costs(4) Support equipment costs, and(5) LRU and SRU repair costs.

Both the MITRE and AFLC versions of the NRLA model formulate the repair level 3
decision problem in terms of a network. This approach is used because it specifically
considers LRU to SRU indenture level relationships and it treats each unique piece of SE as a
repair resource which is shared by a group of LRUs and/or SRUs. This model uses life cycle
costs with LRU/SRU/SE interdependency relationships to construct a network representation
of the repair level decision problem. The network contains nodes for the LRU failure modes,
the associated SRU's and the SE resources required for LRU and/or SRU repair. As illustrated
in figure 2-1 below, the nodes are connected by arcs representing the costs for the different
repair level options. A network analysis optimization algorithm, known as Max-Flow Min-
Cut, is applied to this network to determine the minimum cost set of repair level decisions.
(See reference 5 for an explanation of this algorithm.)

The DECI and DEC2 arcs shown in figure 2-1 represent SRU costs that are incurred with
different combinations of LRU and SRU repair level decisions. These costs are discussed in
the next section.

It should be emphasized that figure 2-1 represents the network component for a single
LRU failure mode which is associated with a particular SRU failure. The full network will
contain the components associated with all LRU failure modes, each connected to the same
source (S) node and sink (T) node. A repair level decision must be made for each LRU/SRU
failure mode combination. Thus cost inputs are required for all arcs of this network for all LRU I
failure modes.

4
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Figure 2-1. Basic NRLA Network

An elementary discussion on how maximum flow in a network corresponds to a minimum
cost repair level decision is given in section 2.5. More details on formulating an RIJA network3 and solution methods are given in appendices A and B.

3 I2.3 COMPUTATION OF COST COMPONENTS FOR NETWORK ARCS

The AFLC NRLA model uses its built-in LCC equations to calculate all the required cost
inputs for the network arcs. These LCC calculations use basic LRU and SRU input
parameters, such as mean time between failure (MTBF), unit cost, repair man-hours per
failure, and labor rates. However, as discussed in section 1, the MITRE NRLA program
requires that these network arc costs be provided as direct inputs, i.e., they must be computed
outside the NRLA program. This section provides some guidelines to aid in the computation
of these cost inputs.

From our discussion in section 2.2, these costs must be computed for each failure mode of
a given LRU. For example, an LRU could have six different failure nodes, five associated
with internal SRUs and one not. This LRU would then generate six of the network
components shown in figure 2-1 above, with the last one containing no SRU, DECI, or DEC2
arcs.

3 5I
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Thus, to fill out the costs on the arcs of these network components, the LRU costs for
each repair decision (depot repair, scrap, and base repair) must be calculated and apportioned to
the six different failure modes. This apportionment may be carried out, as done in the AFLC I
NRLA model, by dividing the LRU cost in proportion to the failure rate of the internal SRUs
associated with the LRU failure modes.

In general, the sum of the failure rates of internal SRUs cannot logically be greater than
that of the parent LRU. In addition, if the sum of the SRU failure rates is less than the LRU
failure rate, then there must be an LRU failure mode which is not associated with an SRU. By
such considerations one can then allocate LRU costs to LRU failure modes.

Continuing the example above, suppose that the total LRU depot repair cost is $20,000,
that the failure rate of the LRU is 100 failures per million operating hours (fpm), and that the
five internal SRUs have respective failure rates of 8, 10, 15, 20, and 30 fpm. We then note
that the non-SRU-related failure mode of the LRU must have a failure rate of 17 fpm. The
depot repair costs for the six LRU failure modes may then be calculated as $1,600, $2,000, I
$3,000, $4,000, and $6,000 for the five respective SRU-related failure modes, and $3,400 for
the non-SRU-related failure mode. (Note that these figures are for repair of the LRU only.
SRU repair costs will also have to be computed separately.)

In applying the above proration scheme in practice, one must be careful to correct for bad
data. It is not uncommon to receive LCC data where the sum of the SRU failure rates is -reater
than the parent LRU failure rate. In such cases, one must either correct the errors or, at least, I
renormalize the SRU failure rates before allocating the LRU cost. If such a correction is not
made then the sum of the costs allocated to the LRU failure modes will be greater than the total
LRU cost.

Also note that, since an SRU can be associated with only one LRU failure mode, there is
no similar cost allocation problem for SRU costs. However, a portion of the SRU costs must
be placed on the DECI and DEC2 arcs of the network, as shown in table 2-1 and described in
detail in section 2.4 below.

Table 2-1 shows the breakout of logistics costs which the AFLC NRLA model includes in 3
the respective repair level decision network arcs. This table may also be used as a guideline in
preparing cost inputs to the MITRE NRLA program. In general, all LRU or SRU costs which
are incurred under a given epair level option should be included in the cost capacity of the
associated network arc. Thus table 2-1 should be interpreted as identifying those logistics
costs which are usually incurred under each option.

For example, under the LRU "Base Repair" option nearly all costs are incurred.
However, the Depot Initial Spares cost is not included since the LRU is assumed to be always
repaired at the base. Thus the depot never enters into the repair pipeline. Also, under the
"Base Repair" option, no Replacement Spares are required because the LRU is never I
condemned after failure. A detailed LCC model, such as the Joint STARS model [21, would
automatically zero out most cost elements that do not apply to a particular repair level decision,
but table 2-1 can serve as a checklist to ensure that this has happened (e.g., that Training costs
are not included under "Scrap" costs).

I
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Two exceptions to including all incurred LRU or SRU costs on the associated network
arcs are (1) the support equipment costs which belong on their own separate arcs, and (2) the I
DECI and DEC2 costs which are SRU costs resulting from specific combinations of
LRU/SRU repair level decisi3ns, as shown in table 2-2. I

Note that if a "Scrap" decision is made for an LRU in an SRU-related failure mode, then
the SRU costs "disappear" in the sense that when an LRU is discarded the (failed) SRU is
discarded with it. Thus the LRU "Scrap" costs cover the Replacement Spares cost of I
scrapping the SRU, and clearly there is no need of SRU Initial Spares or separate SRUpacking and shipping.

However, SRU Replacement Spares costs are incurred if the LRU is repaired and the
SRU is scrapped, and the SRU Initial Spares and Packing and Shipping costs in this case will
change depending on whether the LRU is repaired at the base or at the depot. In fact, even
when the SRU is depot repaired, these latter two costs elements will change as a function of the I
LRU repair location. To handle all these situations the SRU costs must be allocated to the three
arcs: SRU Scrap, DECI and DEC2.

First, table 2-1 indicates that only the SRU Replacement Spares cost should be included
on the "SRU Scrap" arc, shown in figure 2-1. Note that table 2-2 indicates that, because of the
way the network algorithm works, the cost of the LRU "Scrap" decision (number 3) is
determined by adding the costs of both the LRU and SRU Scrap arcs. The MITRE NRLA
program handles this problem internally by first subtracting this SRU Replacement Spares cost
from the LRU Scrap cost and placing the difference on the LRU Scrap arc. (Thus when the
algorithm adds these two arcs it gets only the LRU scrap cost without double-counting by I
including SRU Replacement Spares.). The NRLA program user should therefore input the full
LRU Scrap cost, including the cost elements identified in table 2-1, without worrying about
this subtraction process. We point out that, in this situation, bad data can lead to a negative arc
cost if the SRU Scrap cost is larger than the LRU Scrap cost. Of course, logically, such a
circumstance should never occur.

Next, note from table 2-2 that under the "LRU Base Repair, SRU Scrap" option (number I
5) that DEC2 costs are now added to the SRU Scrap costs. In this situation, since the SRU
Scrap arc accounts for the SRU Replacement Spares cost only, the DEC2 arc must cover the
cost of SRU Base Initial Spares (SRU stock is now required for base LRU repair) and the one-I
way Packing and Shipping of Replacement Spares from depot to base.

Finally, under the "LRU Base Repair, SRU Depot Repair" option (number 6), table 2-2
indicates that SRU costs include the SRU Depot Repair, DEC1 and DEC2 arcs. As we will
discuss further below, the SRU Depot Repair cost should be computed under the assumption
that its higher LRU is also Depot Repaired. Thus the SRU Depot Repair arc cost does not
include any Base Initial Spares or Packing & Shipping costs. In addition, the SRU Depot I
Initial Spares in this case (LRU Depot Repair) would be computed using a shorter depot repair
cycle time, since the failed SRU is not removed until the LRU is repaired at the depot.
Therefore, when the LRU is Base Repaired and the SRU is Depot Repaired we need to pick up I
these additional costs via the DECI and DEC2 costs. As mentioned, the DEC2 cost includesBase Initial Spares and one-way Packing & Shipping. Thus DEC1 must include a second one-
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way Packing & Shipping cost (to cover transportation of the failed SRU from base to depot)
and the increase in Depot Initial Spares resulting from a longer depot repair cycle time. (The I
depot now has to wait for the failed SRU to be shipped from the base before it enters the depotmaintenance queue.)

The NRLA program applies the user-specified LRU/SRU SE requirements (given in input I
file 5 as discussed in section 4.2.3 below) to determine which SE costs are incurred by a
particular repair level decision. This process is straightforward; if an LRU or SRU is depot
repaired then the NRLA algorithm will include the cost of any depot SE required. The same is I
true for base repair. However, as mentioned in section 2.2, the cost of any required SE will be
shared among all LRUs/SRUs that use it. Thus, table 2-2 should be interpreted to imply that
Base and/or Depot SE costs are incurred by whatever LRU/SRU repair decisions that require
them.

Further insight into how these costs should be calculated is provided by the LCC
equations given in section 3 of the AFLC NRLA Model User's Guide. The 10 costs (TI
through T10) given in table 2-1 are associated with the respective LRUs, SRUs, and SEs.
The NRLA algorithm then selects, for each LRU failure mode and associated SRU, one of the
six decisions illustrated in table 2-2. (Unfortunately, the seventh decision, an anomalous I
situation, can also be occasionally selected and must be forced out, as discussed in appendix
section A.6). The algorithm selects a total set of repair decisions that will yield the least total
cost for the entire system. The same network is used for sensitivity analysis investigations by
properly modifying the network arc costs.

It is possible, as we have done for the Joint STARS program, to modify an existing LCC i
model so that it will automatically calculate these required network arc costs. The Joint STARS
LCC model will also output these costs to a properly formatted computer data file, ready for
use by the MITRE NRLA program. I
2.4 USING AN LCC MODEL TO COMPUTE NETWORK COSTS 3

Several different computer runs of any LCC model will be required to generate the
required inputs to the NRLA program, because these calculations must be made based on
several different LRU and SRU repair level choices. Below we describe a sequence of four I
computer runs of an appropriate LCC model (or other calculation means) which will efficiently
generate the required cost on the network arcs shown in figure 2-1.

LCC Model Run #1:

This computer run should be made with the assumption that all LRUs and SRUs are
repaired at the depot. For each LRU failure mode, all LRU-specific costs should be
accumulated in order to calculate the total cost "TI" shown in table 2-1. This calculation will
probably require an apportionment of total LRU costs to the various failure modes in
proportion to the relative failure rates of the associated SRUs, as discussed in section 2.3. I
Similarly, for each SRU, all SRU-specific costs should be summed to determine the cost total
"T4" shown in table 2-1. For each LRU failure mode and associated SRU, these paired Ti
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I and T4 costs are associated, respectively, with the "LRU Depot Repair" and "SRU Depot
Repair" network arcs shown in figure 2-1. (See the discussion below concerning the allocation
of LRU costs to failure modes.)

These paired TI and T4 costs should be listed on successive lines in NRLA Input Data
File 1, in accordance with the format described in section 4.2.1. For sensitivity analysis
purposes the Ti and T4 costs, as well as all other network arc costs, must also be broken
down into five specific components, as described in section 3.

LCC model Run #1 should also be used to compute the acquisition and maintenance costs
for depot SE. For each different depot SE type, this cost should be computed to represent the
total "T9" shown in table 2-1. These T9 costs are associated with the "Depot SE Cost" arcs in
figure 2-1 and should be entered in NRLA Input Data File 6b in the format described in section
4.2.5.

To compute depot SE costs, the LCC model must utilize data specifying the depot SE
requirements for repair of each LRU and SRU. Similar LCC model data must exist to specify
SE requirements for base level repair in LCC model run #2, described below. Together, this
LRU/SRU/SE cross reference data should be used to fill out NRLA Input Data File 5, as
described in section 4.2.3. Whether File 5 is created manually or printed out by the LCC
model is the user's decision.

Caution: Note that for Run #1 to make sense, the LCC model input data must include all
LRU and SRU requirements for depot repair. Thus all SE, training, Tech Data, repair times,
and repair materials factors must be specified in the LCC model data base. A similar comment3 applies to Run #2 with regard to base level repair.

LCC Model Run #2:

This computer run should be made with the assumption that all LRUs and SRUs are
repaired at the base level. For each LRU failure mode, all LRU-specific costs should be
accumulated in order to calculate the total cost "T3" shown in table 2-1. Similarly, for each
SRU, all SRU-specific costs should be added to determine the cost total "T6" shown in table
2-1. For each LRU failure mode and associated SRU, these paired T3 and T6 costs are
associated, respectively, with the "LRU Base Repair" and "SRU Base Repair" network arcs
shown in figure 2-1. These paired T3 and T6 costs should be listed on successive lines in
NRLA Input Data File 2, in the format specified in section 4.2.1.

LCC model Run #2 should also be used to compute the acquisition and maintenance costs
for base level SE. For each different base level SE type this cost should be computed to
represent the total T1O shown in table 2-1. These TIO costs are associated with the "Base SE
Cost" network arcs in figure 2-1 and should be entered in NRLA Input Data File 6a in the3 format described in section 4.2.4.

LCC Model Run #3:

SThis LCC computer run should be made under the assumption of LRU scrap, i.e., discard
on failure. Note that, under this assumption of LRU scrap, the SRU costs should disappear
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since SRUs are never removed from the failed LRUs. Depending on how the user's LCC
model works, however, it may be wise to designate the SRUs as being discard-on-failure. It
may also be good policy on this particular LCC calculation to zero out any LCC model input
parameters that represent costs which will not be incurred under an LRU scrap decision. For
example, maintenance training and technical data requirements should probably be zeroed out
so that they are not inadvertently included in the calculated LRU scrap cost.

Even though no SRU costs should be generated by Run #3, the LRU-specific costs must
still be kept track of in terms of LRU failure modes, many of which may be associated with I
specific SRUs. Thus, for each LRU failure mode, all LRU-specific costs should be added to
determine the cost total "12" shown in table 2-1. These T2 costs are associated with the "LRU
Scrap" network arc shown in figure 2-1. 3

Despite the fact that no SRU-specific costs are gathered by Run #3, the T2 costs for each
LRU failure mode must still be paired with any associated SRU when they are listed in NRLA
Input Data File 3. See section 4.2.1 for the specific data file format requirements.

LCC Model Run #4

This LCC computer run is made to calculate the remaining network arc costs; that is, SRU
Scrap, DECI and DEC2 costs. To make these calculations LRUs should be designated as
repaired at the base level and SRUs should be specified as discard on failure (i.e., scrap). As I
mentioned above, all LCC model input data should be properly initialized, or zeroed out, to
accurately represent these respective LRU/SRU repair options.

Only SRU costs are required from Run #4. For each SRU type, the cost of Replacement
(or Condemnation) Spares generated by this run should be used to determine the 'T15" cost
shown in table 2-1. Each T5 cost is associated with the respective "SRU Scrap" arc shown in
figure 2-1. 3

Also from this run, the one-way Packing & Shipping Cost (to send replacement spare
SRUs from depot to base) and the cost of SRU Base Initial Spares (required since the LRUs
are base repaired) should be calculated for each SRU and assigned as the "18" cost shown in
table 2-1. Each T8 cost then corresponds to the "DEC2" arc shown in figure 2-1.

Calculation of the final DEC 1 cost may require a couple of special equations not normally I
executed in a LCC computer run with LRUs base repaired and SRUs scrapped (as in Run #4).
As discussed previously, the DECI cost must include a second one-way Packing & Shipping
cost and the increase in Depot Initial Spares resulting from a longer SRU depot repair pipeline. I
(See the discussion ir' section 2.3.)

The one-way SRU Packing & Shipping cost should be naturally calculated by LCC Run
#4 and may easily be assigned to DECI in addition to DEC2. However, the increased SRU I
Depot Initial Spares is not a natural product of Run #4, or any of the other LCC computer runs
we have described. In fact, for most standard LCC models, Run #4 would probably produce a
zero cost for SRU Depot Initial Spares, since each SRU is a scrap item.

I
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Thus, the increased Depot Initial Spares component of DECI is really a stand-alone special
calculation. It should be calculated assuming that the SRU is a depot-repairable item. A
standard depot sparing algorithm should be applied twice, once assuming that the failed SRU is
removed (from its higher LRU) at the base level, so that the depot repair cycle time (DRCT) is
approximately 50 days - the Air Force CONUS standard value from AFLCP 173-10, and a
second time assuming that the failed SRU is removed at the depot (i.e., assuming its higher
LRU is depot repaired), so that the DRCT value is smaller, perhaps only 20-25 days. The
difference in these two calculations would then equal the increased Depot Initial Spares cost
which should be added to the DECI cost.

The resulting total DECI cost then corresponds to the '17" cost shown in table 2-1, and is
assigned to the "DECI" arc shown in figure 2-1. After the SRU Scrap, DECI and DEC2 costs
have been computed for each SRU, they should be listed in NRLA Input Data File 4 in the
format described in section 4.2.2.

I 2.5 MAX-FLOW MIN-CUT APPLICABILITY

The NRLA model employs a max-flow min-cut algorithm to determine repair level
decisions which minimize expected costs. The applicability of this technique will be explained
by an example.

Consider a situation in which a fluid is to be pumped through a pipeline from location S tolocation T. The locations are connected, via intermediate locations, by two pipelines, S-A-C-Tand S-B-D-T as shown in figure 2-2. The numbers next to each arc represent the fluid carrying

I18 15
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Figure 2-2. Sample Network.
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capacity of the pipe connecting the locations. Thus, the maximum flow from location
S to location A is 18 gallons per minute and from S to B the maximum is 9. Therefore, the
total output capacity of S is 18 plus 9, or 27. Similarly, at T the maximum input capacity is 15
plus 13, or 28. However, the actual maximum flow from S to T is not 27 or 28. The flow
along the route S-A-C-T is constrained to 15, the maximum capacity from C to T. Similarly, I
the maximum capacity from S to B limits the flow along the other pipeline to 9. Consequently,
the total maximum flow from S to T is 15 plus 9, or 24.

The above discussion focused on finding the maximum flow through a network. The
applicability of this maximization process may not seem obvious for the repair level decision
problem in which the objective is to find a minimum cost solution. However, let us take a I
different view of the network shown in figure 2-2.

Suppose that the network still represents a pipeline through which a fluid flows but the
problem to be solved is to determine the best way to stop the fluid flow. Assume that the flow
in any of the sections of the pipeline can be stopped by purchasing a plug, and that the cost of a
plug is directly proportional to the capacity of the pipe for which it is purchased. For example,
a plug for the section from S to A would cost $18, and for the section from S to B, $9.

The total flow could be halted by plugging the two pipes emanating from S at a cost of $18
plus $9, or $27. Similarly, the flow could be halted at T by purchasing plugs costing $15 and
$13, or $28. There are seven other combinations of two plugs which can be used to cut off the
flow from S to T. The least cost combination involves the arcs S-B and C-T at a total cost of$24. 3

The fact that the numeric value of the minimum cut, 24, is identical to the value for the
maximum flow is not coincidental. This occurs because each is directly a function of the
constraining arcs in the network. That is, by finding the minimum cut for a network the U
maximum flow is also found.

To convert from the fluid flow network to an RLA cost network, consider a redefinition
for the numbers on the arcs. Now the 18 and 9 represent the cost of performing depot repair
for two different items. The 20 and 16 represent the costs for scrapping the items, while 15
and 13 represent base repair costs. The problem is now to find the least-cost repair
alternatives.

The cost for depot repair of both items would be 18 plus 9, or 27; scrapping both items
would be 36; and base repair for both items would be 28. The least-cost alternative is 15 plus I
9, or 24. This decision represents base repair for one item and depot repair for the other. Note
that the cost of these two decisions, 24, is the same as the result obtained in the fluid flow
example when considering the maximum flow and the minimum cut. Thus, the repair leveldecision problem can be formulated in terms of a network and solved with a max-flow min-cutalgorithm to determine the last cost decisions.

Although the above example does not include LRU to SRU relationships or support I
equipment requirements they are easily accommodated into the network structure. The method
for including them is presented in appendix A. 3
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I SECTION 3

I SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

* 3.1 PURPOSE OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The MITRE NRLA program may be utilized to calculate the impact on LRU/SRU repair
level decisions that result from changes in the original item unit cost and item MTBF. This
sensitivity analysis is typically performed to see how stable the RLA decisions are. Since there
is always uncertainty in unit cost and MTBF estimates made during system development, it isimportant to know how large an error or change in these estimates would have to be in order to
change particular RLA decisions. In addition, other program considerations might overrideRLA decisions which are borderline choices with regard to cost.

I 3.2 TYPES OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The MITRE NRLA program will perform a sensitivity analysis based on any specified setof changes to LRU/SRU unit cost and MTBF values. The NRLA program user need only list
all the LRU/SRU index numbers for which sensitivity analysis is desired, together with the
desired percentage changes in MTBF and unit cost values for each item. The program will then
recalculate the repair level cost factors associated with every affected LRU failure mode, rerun
the RLA algorithm, and print out all resulting changes in repair level decisions. The sensitivity
analysis input file format requirements are given in section 4.3.

This sensitivity analysis approach allows the user complete flexibility in specifying both
the particular LRUs and SRUs to be modified and also the degree to which individual MTBF
and unit costs are to be changed. The user may also concatenate several lists of sensitivity
analyses in one data file in order to perform several different sensitivity analysis cases in one
computer run. Thus an "extremes only" sensitivity analysis may be performed by creating one
list of changes representing the lower extreme values for MTBF and unit cost, followed by a
second list representing the upper extreme values for MTBF and unit cost.

The NRLA program will also allow "wholesale changes" to be made to all LRUs and
SRUs by the use of an "ALL" command in the place of a particular index number. Thus one
instruction in the sensitivity analysis data file is sufficient to specify a computer run where all
LRUs and SRUs have the same percentages changes made to MTBF and unit cost values,
respectively. For example, this instruction could specify that all MTBF values be changed by
150 percent and all unit costs values be changed by 80 percent.

One capability that the NRLA program does not provide which is found in the AFLC
NRLA model is for automatic "swept sensitivity." In this calculation the model investigates a
specified range of, say, MTBF values, one LRU or SRU at a time, and notes values where any
change in repair level decisions occurred. Swept sensitivity requires an intensive amount of
computer processing if the basic NRLA data base is even of moderate size. It is not routinely
performed by users of the current AFLC NRLA model. However, one can still perform swept
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sensitivity using the MITRE NRLA program, but one must create an explicit list in the data file
of the MTBF and unit cost values to be swept over. I

Details regarding the format of the sensitivity analysis data file are found in section 6.1.

3.3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS APPROACH OF MITRE NRLA PROGRAM

The MITRE NRLA program implements sensitivity analysis in a different manner than
done in the AFLC NRLA model. Since the AFLC software incorporates a component LCC
model, it can recalculate all the required repair level cost factors that would be impacted by a
change in, say, the unit cost of a particular LRU.

However, the MITRE NRLA program accepts these basic repair level cost factors (i.e.,
the costs assigned to the respective repair level arcs of the network) as direct input factors. As
a result, it does not have an independent capability to recalculate these costs directly from LCC
model equations. (Note that if the user does have an LCC model for use in generating inputs to
the NRLA program, then sensitivity analysis could be performed by rerunning this LCC model
with the desired modifications to selected parameters, and then feeding the NRLA program
with new cost factors to determine the impact on repair level decisions.)

Nevertheless, the MITRE program can still perform sensitivity analysis without being 1
provided a new set of input cost factors. To get around this limitation, the MITRE program
requires that each input cost factor be broken out into five components. If we use the variable
TIC to stand for the total item cost for a particular LRU/SRU repair decision, then the five
components are defined as follows:

CCCF = Component of TIC which is constant with respect to (w.r.t.) both the item unit
cost and item reliability

CCLF = Component of TIC which is constant w.r.t. unit cost, but varies linearly w.r.t.
reliability (i.e., failure rate)

LCCF = Component of TIC which varies linearly w.r.t. unit cost, but is constant w.r.t.
failure rate 3

LCLF = Component of TIC which changes linearly w.r.t. both unit cost and failure rate

LCSF = Component of TIC which varies linearly w.r.t. unit cost, but which also changes
in proportion to the square root of the item failure rate.

(Note: The component names above were chosen to be suggestive, e.g., CCLF can be read as
"Constant in .Cost, Linear in failure rate".)

In these definitions by the expression "is constant w.r.t. unit cost" we mean that that cost
component will not change if the item unit cost changes. Training costs are an example of a
cost which is constant w.r.t. item unit cost. By the expression "varies linearly w.r.t. unit cost"
we mean that the given cost component will change in direct proportion to any change in item 5
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unit cost; i.e., if the item unit cost doubles then that cost component will double. Replacement
spares cost is an example of a cost which varies linearly w.r.t. the item unit cost. Similar
interpretations apply to costs which are constant or vary linearly w.r.t. item failure rate. There
is also one particular cost component, part of Investment Spares, which charges in proportion
to the r of the failure rate, e.g., if the failure rate increases by a factor of 9, this
component will change by approximately a factor of 3.

This last property results from the standard Air Force procedure for computing the
required number of Investment (or Initial) Spares for a given item at either the base or depot.
This procedure consists of computing an average soares ipjine ouantity which we'll denote
as SPLQ, and then to add a safe stock which will guarantee a specified confidence level
against stock depletion. In particular, AFM 67-1, chapter 11, "Stock Control at Bases",
stipulates on page 11-13 that

Safety Stock = /3*SPLQ

Thus the total number of initial spares, NISP for an item is given by

I NISP= SPLQ + /f3*SPLQ

which must be rounded to the nearest integer value. If the item unit cost is denoted as UC then
the cost of initial spares, CISP, is calculated as

CISP = SPLQ *UC + v/3*SPLQ *UC

Since the spares pipeline quantity, SPLQ, varies linearly with respect to failure rate, the first
cost term in CISP above belongs to the cost component LCLF and the second term belongs to
the cost component LCSF. Below, in table 3-1 we show how each of the standard LCC cost
elements can be assigned to one of these five cost components of TIC. Thus we will have

3 TIC = CCCF + CCLF + LCCF + LCLF + LCSF

Now if we want to perform sensitivity analysis on a particular item with respect to unit
cost and/or failure rate, we can calculate the exact impact on TIC. In particular, if the original
item unit cost is changed by a fractional amount FRACUC, so that we have

new unit cost = FRACUC*old unit cost

and if the original failure rate is change by a fractional amount FRACFR, so that

3 new failure rate = FRACFR*old failure rate

then we may compute the resulting updated value of TIC by the formula

I
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Table 3-1. Repair Level Cost Component Breakdown

Logistics Costs CCCF CCLF LCCF LCLF LCSF

Technical Data X
Maint. Training X
Repair Labor X

Inventory Management X

Repair Material X i
Packing & Shipping X

Initial Spares i
- pipeline quantity X
- safety stock X

Replacement Spares X

new TIC = CCCF + FRACFR*CCLF + FRACUC*LCCF i

+ FRACUC*FRACFR*LCLF + FRACUC* v"FRACFR *LCSF

Note that, by using this method, the NRLA program does not even have to know the original
values of the item unit cost or failure rate (or MTBF). It only needs to know the fractional I
changes FRACUC and FRACFR that we wish to investigate.

To maintain consistency with the AFLC NRLA model we actually perform sensitivityanalysis on item MTBF, rather than failure rate. However, since the failure rate is proportional I
to the inverse of MTBF, the following relationship holds:.

FRACFR = I -I
FRACMTBF

where the desired fractional change in MTBF is denoted as FRACMTBF. The equation above I
for the "new" TIC value can then still be applied.

For example, suppose for a particular LRU failure mode, we have TIC = $3,000 for base
level repair, where the five cost components CCCF, CCLF, LCCF, LCLF, and LCSF all equal
$600. 1 we want to investigate the impact of raising the LRU unit cost by 50 percent and
increasing the MTBF by 30 percent, then we have FRACUC = 1.5 and FRACMTBF = 1.3.
(So that FRACFR = 1/1.3 = .77.) We can then recompute the TIC for base level repair using
the above formula to get:

1
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new TIC =600 +0.77 * 600+ 1.5 *600 + 1.5 *0.77 * 600

+ 1.5 * * 600

=$3445

This new TIC can then be placed as the cost capacity on the network arc for base levelrepair. After the cost factors for other repair decisions are similarly adjusted, the NRLAalgorithm can then determine any possible changes in the repair level decisions.

3.4 REPAIR LEVEL COST COMPONENT BREAKDOWN

In table 3-1 we provide some guidelines as to how typical logistics costs can be assigned
to the five cost components required to perform sensitivity analysis. This table is meant to be
suggestive rather than definitive, because the actual dependence of these cost categories on item
unit costs and failure rates can vary from one Air Force system to another. For example, there
could be a fixed part of the training cost, say for initial type 1 training or training equipment,
which does not depend on the item failure rates. This part of the training cost might then be
more properly assigned to the CCCF component. There could also be additional cost
categories that should be included for particular applications. Thus, the NRLA program user
must use his best judgement in applying table 3-1 and in assigning additional cost categories to
these five components. In this regard, note in table 3-1 tb," z have not assigned any cost
categories to the LCCF component. However, this cc nponent could be required in some
system applications, so that we have included it in the NRLA program. (In fact, in our Joint
STARS application we have used LCCF to cover the cost of "In-flight Spares" which are
determined on the basis of one spare per aircraft, rather than by failure rate.)

Another point to keep in mind is that the logistics costs listed in table 3-1 may not all apply
to a given repair level cost factor. This correspondence was discussed in section 2. Finally,
the detailed format required for data input of each repair level cost factor, and its five cost
components, is given in section 4.
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1 SECTION 4

COMPUTER OPERATION OF NRLA PROGRAM

4.1 EXECUTING THE PROGRAM

The NRLA program consists of about 1,100 lines of Pascal language computer code. It
was developed on a Digital VAX 11/780 computer under the VMS operating system. TheNRLA program requires eight input files, seven of which are required to execute the NRLAbaseline computer run. The other input file is used for sensitivity analysis.

The seven baseline input files must be given the names below:

FILE 1.DAT (LRU/SRU depot repair costs)
FILE2.DAT (LRU/SRU base repair costs)
FILE3.DAT (LRU scrap costs)
FILE4.DAT (SRU scrap costs)
FELE5.DAT (support equipment cross reference file)
FIEa.DAT (base support equipment costs)FILE.DAT (depot support equipment costs)

I The sensitivity input file must be called "SENS.DAT".

After the Pascal source code has been compiled and linked, the program is invoked by entering
the VAX command "$ RUN NRLA". The program will write its output to a file called"NRLA.OUT".

The NRLA program will accommodate up to 1,000 different LRU/SRU types and 200support equipment types. Operation on such a full data base would require about 90 minutes
of elapsed time for one baseline NRLA run, plus one sensitivity analysis run. However, runs
on fewer LRU/SRU and support equipment types will execute much more quickly. For
example, with about 100 LRU/SRU items a baseline run, including one sensitivity analysis,
took only 2 minutes. In addition, the NRLA program which produced these times was
compiled under a "range-checking" option which invokes an error check to ensure that each
index used as an array argument falls within the bounds of the associated array dimensionallocation. This option increases execution times by about a factor of two. Thus a"NOCHECK" compiler option would cut these execution times in half.

I The NRLA program could be converted for operation on an IBM PC or compatible, but
this would require some modification of the Pascal code. Execution times would probably
increase if the program were converted to a PC.

2
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4.2 INPUT DATA FILES FOR BASELINE NRLA DECISIONS

As discussed in section 1, the NRLA program requires that LCC input data be generated
outside the program and provided as direct input by the user. If the user has an appropriate
LCC model then the methodology described in section 2.4 may be applied so that seven data I
files may be generated via four separate LCC model runs to produce the required NRLA model
input for all network arcs. These respective files contain costs for the following repair
decisions and network arcs:

FILE 1: LRU depot repair! SRU depot repair (LCC run #1)
FILE 2: LRU base repair/SRU base repair (LCC run #2)
FILE 3: LRU scrap for all SRU failures modes (LCC run #3) I
FILE 4: SRU scrap and DECI, DEC2 costs (LCC run #4)
FILE 5: LRU/SRU/SE cross reference file (LCC run #1)
FILE 6a: Base SE cost file (LCC run #2)
FILE 6b: Depot SE cost file (LCC run #1)

4.2.1 Format of Data Files 1 through 3 n

Figure 4-1 illustrates the general format of data files I through 3. Column number 1, for

all records, is always left blank.

The cost data for the repair decision represented by the particular data file and for each
LRU failure mode appear in successive "blocks" in the data file, with each block containing
either two or three records (i.e., lines) of the file. The first record will merely indicate the type
of LRU failure mode represented, using the value 1 to indicate a non-SRU related failure
mode, and a value of 2 to specify that the LRU failure mode is associated with a particular
SRU. The second record in the block will always contain the LRU costs for the particular
failure mode. A third record will be given if, and only if, the failure mode is associated with a m
particular SRU, in which case the SRU costs will be listed. The exact format and content of
these records is as follows.

Record No. 1 contains either a 1 or 2 in column 2, indicating the LRU failure mode type, I
where

1 = LRU only (i.e., a non-SRU-related failure mode) I
2 = LRU failure mode associated with SRU

Record No. 2 contains LRU data and, if required, record No. 3 will contain data for the 3
associated SRU, both in the following format: (An "item" is either the LRU or the SRU)

Description Column (s) Format 3
Blank 1,54,65,76,87,98
Item Index No. 2 -5 Integer, right justified
Item Name 6-29 Alphanumeric, left justified I
Item Part No. 30-41 Alphanumeric, left justified
Decision Control Variable 42-43 Integer, right justified

I
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I TIC 44-53 Integer, free format
CCCF 55-64 Integer, free format
CCLF 66-75 Integer, free format
LCCF 77-86 Integer, fire formatLCLF 88-97 Integer, free formatLCSF 99-108 Integer, free format

where the Decision Control Variable value indicates:

5 0= Decision Allowed
I = Decision Excluded

Thus, for example, if base repair is not possible for a particular LRU failure mode or SRU,
then its Decision Control Variable should be set equal to one in the base repair file (Data File2).

5 Also note that all cost inputs to these files require an integer format so that decimal points
my ot be used. In addition, because of the integer format, the largest cost value accepted is

$2 billion. Of course, if the actual costs are larger than this figure, they can always be3 rescaled, e.g., by giving the cost inputs in thousands of dollars.

TIC = Total Item Cost
CCCF = Component of TIC which is constant with respect to both cost and

reliability
CCLF = Component of TIC which is constant in cost and varies linearly with

respect to reliability ( i.e., failure rate)
LCCF = Component of TIC which varies linearly with respect to unit cost and is

constant with respect to failure rate
LCLF = Component of TIC which is linear with respect to both unit cost and failure

rate
LCSF = Component of TIC which varies linearly with respect to unit cost and in

proportion to the square root of the item failure rate.

3As a result of this breakout, we have

TIC = CCCF + CCLF + LCCF + LCLF + LCSF

Only the total item cost TIC is used in the baseline NRLA computer run. The five cost
components of TIC are used for any specified sensitivity analysis runs as described in section
3. These five cost components musjppg in data files I through 4 (with the exception of
SRU costs in file 3 -- see below). All subsequent records repeat this block structure until the
LRU failure mode combinations are exhausted.

IIt is important to note that even though file 3 has the same format as files l and 2, it is not
assumed to contain any SRU cost information since file 3 should be generated by an LCC
model run using an LRU "scrap" decision. Thus, SRU costs would be zeroed out by any LCC
model as a result of the LRU scrap decision. As a result, the NRLA program merely skips
over each SRU line in file 3. For data file readability and consistency checking, it would be
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good practice to still list the SRU index number and name in file 3 in the prescribed format.
However, no SRU costs, even zeroes, need be entered. 1

The respective records in file 1, 2, and 3 should represent identical LRU failure modes,
and associated SRUs, in exactly the same sequence. This convention implies, in particular,that each of these three files will have the same number of records. Thus, no blank lines I
should appear at the end of any of these files.

4.2.2 Format of Data File 4 1
Figure 4-2 illustrates the format for data file 4 which contains the cost information for

SRU scrap decisions and the costs associated with DECI and DEC2, as described in section
2.4. As shown, file 4 contains costs for SRUs only, in blocks of three records for each
different SRU type. Record number I in each block contains the basic identifying information
for an SRU and the scrap arc costs. The format for this record is the same as for record 2 of
files 1 through 3. Records 2 and 3, respectively, contain information for the DECI and DEC2 I
costs associated with the SRU and are similar to record number 1 except that columns 1
through 43 are left blank.

The SRUs that are listed in data file 4 should be exactly the same SRUs that appeared in
data file 1, 2, and 3, and in exactly the same sequence. Note that even though LRUs are not
explicitly listed in file 4, the SRUs do represent specific LRU failure modes. Also, file 4 does
not contain any costs for LRU failure modes which are non-SRU related.

4.2.3 Format of Data File 5 1
Figure 4-3 illustrates the format for data file 5 which indicates which pieces of support

equipment are required for corrective maintenance on each ITEM type L It cross-references
LRU failure modes and SRUs with the index numbers of the specific support equipment
required for repair at both the base and depot level.

As with files I through 3, file 5 is organized into "blocks" of two or three records for
each LRU failure mode. Again, the first record of file 5 contains either a I or 2 in column 2where

1 = LRU only (i.e., a non-SRU related failure mode)
2 = LRU failure mode associated with SRU

Record number 2 contains SE requirements for the specified LRU failure mode under both
the base and depot repair options and, if required, record number 3 will contain similar SE
requirements for the SRU associated with the given failure mode. Both records contain the
following information (all integer format, right justified in each field): I

Description Column (s)

Blank I
Item Index No. 2-5
BNJA 6-9
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I
Base SE index numbers (up to ten 's of three digits each) 10-39
DNJA 40-43
Depot SE index numbers (up to ten 's of three digits each) 44-73

where

BNJA = Number of different SE types required for base repair of the item

5DNJA = Number of different SE types required for depot repair of the item

The index numbers of the actual SE required for repair at the base and depot are listed,
respectively, after, the quantities BNJA and DNJA on each record. The records in file 5 should
represent the same LRU failure modes, and associated SRUs, in exactly the same sequence as
they appear in files 1, 2, and 3.

1 4.2.4 Format of Data File 6a

Data file 6a (in figure 4-4) contains costs for base level SE, where each record contains
the following information; as also shown in figure 4-5:

Description Column (s) Format

Blank 11SE Index No. 2-5 Integer, right justified
SE Name 6-27 Alpha, left justified3 Base Level Cost 28-37 Integer, free format

Data file 6a must contain cost information for all SE types which are identified in data file
5 as being required for base repair of some LRU failure mode or SRU. Omission of any such
SE type will cause program termination. On the other hand, SE types which are not required
for base repair of any item may be left out of file 6a.

54.2.5 Format of Data File 6b

Data file 6b (see figure 4-5) has a similar format to file 6a, but contains costs for depot1 level SE, where each record contains the following information:

Description Column (s) Format

3 Blank I
SE Index No. 2-5 Integer, right justified
SE Name 6-27 Alpha, left justified
Depot Level Cost 28-37 Integer, free format

Data file 6b must contain cost information for all SE types which are identified in data file 5 as3 being required for depot repair of some LRU failure mode or SRU. Omission of any such SE
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type will cause program termination. On the other hand, SE types which are not required for
depot repair of any item need not be included in file 6b.

4.3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS INPUT FILE "

The NRLA program provides the capability to perform sensitivity analysis on repair level
decisions, as discussed in section 3. The user may specify a set of LRUs and SRUs and
indicate any desired changes to their respective mean time between failures (MTBF) and unit I
costs (UC). The NRLA program will use these percentage MTBF and unit cost changes to
recalculate the network arc costs of all associated LRU failure modes and SRUs, using the
methodology described in section 3. By again executing the network algorithm the programwill then find the new optimum repair policy and report any changes from the baseline policy. IThe paragraph below describes how to create the input file to specify sensitivity runs.

The sensitivity file should begin with the keyword 'RUN'. The text on the same line as I
'RUN' is printed in the NRLA output file in order to identify the sensitivity run. The user then
lists the LRUs and SRUs whose costs are to be changed on separate lines. The syntax is

(LRU or SRU index number (integer)) (MBTF (integer)) {UC (integer))

These three numbers may appear anywhere within the first 128 characters on the line and must
be separated by at least one blank character. The numbers MTBF and UC here are entered as
percentages of the baseline values. For example, 50 indicates half the baseline MBTF, or half
the UC.

As a shorthand option, the user may indicate that all LRUs and SRUs should be changed
by entering

ALL (MBTF) (UC)

The keywork 'ALL' will cause the network arc costs on all LRU failure nodes and SRUs to be
changed. After specifying the changeg be made, the user should enter the line I

END3

The keyword 'END' signifies that all changes have been entered and that the run should now
be made.

The sequence (RUN)... (change specifications)...(END) may be repeated as needed to
specify any number of sensitivity runs.

Example I
The example file below calls for three sensitivity runs. In the first run, the MBTF of item

number 101 is decreased to 50 percent of the baseline value, and its UC is increased to 150 Ipercent of the baseline value. In the second run, these same MTBF and UC changes areapplied to all items. In the third run, two different items have modified MTBF and UC factors.
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RUN This is run number 1
E 101 50 150
END
RUN This is run number 2. Change all LRUs and SRUs
END ALL 50 150

RUN This is run number 3
50 80 120
80 110 90I END

1 4.4 NRLA OUTPUT

The NRLA program places its output in a file called 'NRLA.OUT. A sample version of
this output file is shown in appendix C. The report first lists the depot support equipment that
is recommended for purchase. The section begins with the line 'Depot Support Equipment
Purchased', followed by a list giving the support equipment index number, the name, and the
cost of the required depot support equipment. At the end of the list, the total cost of the depot
support equipment is written. The report then lists the depot support equipment types that are
not recommended for purchase. This list gives only the index numbers and names.

Ie report next lists the recommended and unrecommended base support equipment types
in a format identical to the depot support equipment.

I The report then lists the recommended repair level decisions for all LRU/SRU failure
modes. The report gives the LRU or SRU index number and the item name. In contrast to the
data input files 1 through 3, each LRU index number appears only once in the NRLA output
file. Below each LRU index number and name, the various LRU failure modes are listed with
the SRU-related failure modes being identified by the SRU index number and name. A non-
SRU-related failure mode is identified at the bottom of the list by the word "NONE". The
repair level decisions for both the LRU (in the given failure mode) and the associated SRU (if
any) appear on the same line as the failure mode, with only an LRU decision appearing on the
"NONE" fine. However, if there are no SRU-related failure modes, then there is only one
LRU repair level decision to be made, and this is indicated on the same line as the LRU index
number and name (i.e., the "NONE" label is not used).

In this output report there are eight columns headed by the words 'LRU DEPOT, 'LRU
SCRAP', 'LRU BASE', 'SRU DEPOT, 'SRU SCRAP', 'SRU BASE', 'DECI', and
'DEC2'. The recommended repair level is indicated by writing the cost of the decision in the
appropriate columns. For example, if the recommended decision is to repair the LRU at the
base level and to depot repair the SRU, the columns 'LRU BASE', and 'SRU DEPOT will
have cost numbers in them. Since making this particular decision requires DECI and DEC2
costs, the columns headed by 'DECI' and 'DEC2' will also contain numbers. All other
column entries on this line will be blank.
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Following the list of recommended decisions, total depot repair, scrap, base repair, DEC 1,
and DEC2 costs are given. The depot and base totals include both LRU and SRU costs. The
depot and base support equipment total costs are repeated here also. The final line is the total
estimated cost, which is the sum of the total base, scrap, depot, DEC 1, DEC2, base support
equipment, and depot support equipment costs.

The report then gives the results of the sensitivity analysis runs, if any are done. The run
name, which is read from the 'SENS.DAT input file, and the specified changes to the MTBF
and the unit costs are shown. Then, if any changes to a decision occur as a result of the
changed costs, the LRU or SRU index number and name are written, followed by the original
LRU decision (DEPOT, BASE, or SCRAP), the original SRU decision, and the new LRU and

SRU decisions.

4.5 ERROR MESSAGES 3
The NRLA program makes the assumption that all input files are in the correct format, and

no file format error checking is done. 3
The costs on an LRU scrap arc in a combined LRU/SRU failure mode are computed by

subtracting the cost (found in file4.dat) of scrapping the SRU from the cost (found in file3.dat)
or scrapping the LRU. (The reason for this subtraction was discussed in section 2.3.) If the
adjusted total item cost is found to be negative, a warning message "warning: negative costs
on item <LRU index>, SRU <SRU index>" is written to the screen.

Warnings are also printed to the screen if the total item costs become negative after the I
adjustments done for sensitivity analysis.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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1 GLOSSARY

I
AFLC Air Force Logistics Command

DRCT depot repair cycle time

IMF intermediate maintenance facility

LCC life cycle cost

U LRU line replaceable unit

NRLA Network Repair Level Analysis

MTBF mean time between failure

RLA repair level analysis

S SE support equipment

3 SR U shop replaceable unit

w.r.t. with respect to

II
I
I
I
I
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1 APPENDIX A

* NETWORK FORMULATION

I A.1 NETWORK CONSTRUCTION

In order to fully understand the operation of NRLA, it is necessary to understand how the
10 types of decision cost factors can be structured as a network. Figure A-i a, b, and c shows
such a network. Three variations are used in order that all information required may be easily
visualized. They all represent the same network. The circles or nodes serve to act as markers
defining the arc ends enabling each identification. In terms of a pipeline they represent joints.
The lines 1 through 7 represent cuts. These are discussed in section A.3. In section 2, we
outlined how the various LRU/SRU repair level decision costs may be calculated and how they
relate to the specific network arcs. These cost relationships were shown in a tabularized form
in table 2-1 which illustrates how various logistic factors may be summed to form 10 decision
cost factors representing the 10 decision components. Figure A-1 represents the 10 costfactors as a network.

A.2 RELATIONAL ARCS

I The normal-sized arcs in figure A-I represent potential decisions. The heavy arcs
represent "dummy" or relational arcs. They are used to permit flows but they can never
restrain flows. If the network is viewed as a pipeline, arcs 1-2, 1-3, 4-6, 5-4, and 5-6 would
have very large diameters, each perhaps with a diameter as large as the sum of all other (non-
dummy) arcs. In terms of costs, the very large costs associated with large diameters are
pseudo costs. The large pseudo costs prevent the dummy arcs from ever limiting or restricting
the flow. We always choose to avoid them in making a network cut (i.e., in trying to block the
flow). Thus the line 2a could not be a viable cut. The amount of flow in 1-2 and 1-3 is
controlled by the flow in S-1. The flow in 1-2 or 1-3 can never limit the flow in S-1. Notice
that there are 10 non-dummy arcs. These represent the 10 possible decision factors discussed
in table 2-1.

The 10 decision cost factors when structured as a network with the proper set of relational
arcs permit the seven decisions in table 2-2 and the seven cuts of figure A- 1.

3 A.3 CUTS

Before explaining the dummy or relational arcs it is first necessary to define a cut. We
should consider that when a set of decisions is selected, the nodes of the network have been
divided logically into two sets, those associated with the S, or source, and those associated
with the T, or terminal (sink). This is a cut. In appendix B we describe a network "labeling"
algorithm which the NRLA program uses to determine the max-flow cut. In figure A-1 we
note that each of the cuts individually considered divides the network into two sets of a
each associated with an S or T.
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In "max-flow rin-cut" problems we wish to find the least cost means of stopping the flow.
Once a cut has been selected, al and g those arcs leaving the S set and entering the T set are
the ones that "plug" the network. These are the cutse The reader should consult a book on
network theory for greater detail on networks and cuts. (See, for example, Flows in Networks
[51.)

I Referring back to figure A- I we notice that none of the dummy or relational arcs act as
plugs. They all enter the S set or leave the T set. The network was deliberately constructed in
this fashion. Their purpose is to prevent certain decisions. As an example: if the line 2a were
used as a cut, then the LRU and SRU are both base repaired, but no SE is included. However,
the relational arcs 4-6 and 5-6 are so large (costly) that any solution excluding them and other
dummies, will be less expensive. Thus, the line 2a would never represent a viable repair
decision.

Thus, 2a is a viable cut in that it would separate the network into an S and T set, but since
the dummies 4-6 and 5-6 must be counted in the cost of the decision, it is a very expensive
decision, and cut 2 will always be a better selection. Thus, the dummies 4-6 and 5-6 force the
use of SE at base if either LRU or SRU is base repaired. Arc 5-4 serves to prevent depotg repair of the LRU combined with base repair of the SRU, an illogical combination.

A.4 DECISION ARCS

I The arcs 2-3 and 4-5 (DECI and DEC2) are used in order that certain costs may be
included with certain decisions. If the LRU is base repaired and the SRU is scrapped,
replacement SRUs must be transported from depot to base and stocked at base. These are
DEC2 costs. If the LRU is base repaired and the SRU is depot repaired, SRUs must be
stocked at both depot and base and transported both ways. Since DEC2 already carries base
stock and one-way transportation costs, DECI carries the increased depot stock costs (over that
required in an LRU/SRU depot repair situation) and one-way transportation costs. Combined
as in cut 6 they represent round trip transpotation and stockage at base and depot.

3 A.5 SCRAP COSTS

Table 2-1 shows how the logistic costs are summed as necessary to obtain the 10 arc
costs. This is true for all items except LRU scrap costs. The user should still calculate and
input these 10 network arc costs as shown in table 2-1 and as described in section 2.
However, the NRLA program will actually use the difference between the input LRU scrap arc
cost and the SRU scrap arc cost for its internal LRU scrap arc cost capacity. This difference is
used since cut 3, which is the cost of scrapping the LRU, involves arc 2-4, the LRU scrap
cost, and arc 3-5, the SRU scrap cost. If summed as described, then the SRU cost would have
been included twice, once as part of the LRU scrap cost in arc 2-4 and once as the SRU scrap
arc 3-5. By subtracting out the cost of the SRU from the LRU arc 2-4, cut 3, which requires
the sum of 2-4 and 3-5, totals to the cost of the LRU when scrapped.

I
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A.6 SOLVING THE SAMPLE NETWORK

Returning to the non-dummy arcs, the costs associated with the 10 respective decision m
components are used to represent the diameters of the respective arcs. If the cost of stopping
the flow in an arc (purchasing a plug) is proportional to its diameter, the question is, what is
the minimum cost means of stopping the flow in the network? For which arcs should we buy I
plugs? It is precisely this problem that the mathematical algorithm called "max-flow min-cut"

solves. This total then is the system cost of the decision. As an example in figure A- 1, cut 6
selects LRU base repair, base SE, DEC2, DECI, SRU at depot and depot SE for the failure I
mode represented. These costs then would be totaled to get the system costs.

If S-2, 2-4, and 4-T represent depot repair, scrap, and base repair for an LRU,
respectively, then S-3, 3-5, 5-T represent the same for an SRU, and 2-3, 4-5 represent certain
transportation and spares costs. There are seven possible valid decisions. These are shown in
table 2-2 and figure A- 1. 3

As an example, cut 4 shows LRU at depot, SE at depot, and SRU scrap being selected.
Arc 2-3 (DEC1) is not cut, since it enters the source group of nodes. The total cost for the life
cycle is thus determined by summing the three elements: (a) LRU at depot, (b) depot SE, and
(c) scrapping the SRU. Table 2-2 shows the same decision in a tabularized form.

By careful review of tables 2-1 and 2-2 and figure A-I, the user will see how the various
logistic factors discussed in section 2 may be summed to 10 decision components. These 10I
decision components may then be structured as a network if the dummy arcs are used. The
network permits only seven feasible decisions. The selection of a particular decision depends
upon the costs associated with the arcs of the network. The total cost is the sum of the cost ofithe cut arcs.

Cut 7 represents an anomalous situation. The LRU is scrapped, but the SRU is depot
repaired. It is not possible to structure the network to exclude the possibility of cut 7. If this I
result occurs, the user should rerun the network twice for each occurrence using a forcing
procedure. The runs to be made are (1) excluding LRU scrap and (2) forcing the LRU and
SRU to be scrapped. The minimum of these costs represents the optimal solution. (See I
sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 on the use of the "decision control variable" to exclude a given repair
level option -- hence to force other options.)

A.7 FULL-SIZE NETWORKS

Where more than one LRU or SRU is involved, additional arcs in parallel to those shown I
are required. Figure A-2 shows a network with two LRUs, two SRUs, and two types of SE at
both depot and at base. Note that figure A-2 specifies that base SE-I is required by LRU-A,
SRU-A, and LRU-B for base level repair. However, SRU-B does not require base SE-1,
instead it requires base SE-2.

4I
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APPENDIX B

NRLA PROGRAM LOGIC AND STRUCTURE

3 B.I CONSTRUCTION OF A NETWORK IN NRLA PROGRAM

As discussed in previous sections and in appendix A, a network consists of a set of nodes,
and a set of directed arcs connecting the nodes. Each arc of the network that we will construct
corresponds a possible decision. Associated with each arc are two numbers. One is the
cl£acily of the arc, which is the cost of the corresponding decision. The other is the flowonI the arc, which represents how much we are willing to pay in order to make the decision.

In this section we describe how the NRLA program constructs the network. We begin by
making two special nodes, called the source node and the terminal or sink node. The source
node will have the property of having no arcs coming into it, and the sink node will have no
arcs going out of it.

For each piece of support equipment that might be required at the depot, create a node.
Connect an arc from the source node to the created node. Make the capacity of the arc equal to
the cost of the depot support equipment. For each piece of support equipment required at the
base, create a node. Connect an arc from the new node to the sink node. Make the capacity of
the arc equal to the cost of the base support equipment.

For each LRU/SRU failure mode pair, we form the network component shown in figures
2-1 and A-1, as follows: Create four new nodes, called node2, node3, node4, and node5.
Connect an arc from the source node to node2, with capacity equal to the cost of depot repair of
the LRU (in the given failure mode). Connect an arc from the source node to node3, with
capacity equal to the depot repair cost of the SRU. Connect an arc from node2 to node4, with
capacity equal to the scrap cost of the LRU minus the scrap cost of the SRU. Connect an arc
from node3 to node5, with capacity equal to the scrap cost of the SRU. Connect an arc from
node4 to the sink node, with cost equal to the base repair cost of the LRU. Connect an arc
from node 5 to the sink node, with cost equal to the base repair cost of the SRU. Connect arcs
from node2 to node3, and from node4 to node5, with capacities equal to DEC1 and DEC2,respectively.

For each piece of support equipment required by the LRU (SRU) at the depot, connect an
arc from the corresponding support equipment node to node2 (node3), and make the capacity
of the arc infinite. Creating these arcs models the constraint that the appropriate support
equipment be bought when needed. For each piece of support equipment required by the LRU
(SRU) at the base, connect an infinite capacity arc from node4 (node5) to the support
equipment node. Finally, connect an infinite capacity arc from node5 to node4. This arc
serves to forbid the decisions of scrapping the LRU and base repairing the SRU, and of depot
repairing the LRU and base repairing the SRU, neither of which is one of the six feasibledecisions.
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For each LRU failure mode not associated with any SRU, create two new nodes (2 and
4). Connect arcs from the source node to node2, from node2 to node4, and from node4 to the
sink node, with capacities equal to the depot repair, scrap, and base repair costs of the LRU.
Make infinite capacity arcs connecting the nodes of depot support equipment needed to node2,
and connect infinite capacity arcs from node4 to the required base support equipment nodes.

B.2 THE LABELING METHOD 3
The network problem as described above is solved by an algorithm called the labeling

method. A "label" is a true/false value attached to a node. We call an arc satrate if the flow
on the arc equals its capacity; if the flow is less than the capacity we call the arc unsatuaIw
We call an arc coming out of a node a f arc, and an arc going into a node a rever€ arc.
If an arc has a nonzero flow on it, we say that the arc is Win. The algorithm is described
below.

Initial Condition

All flows in the network are set to zero. All nodes in the network are unlabeled, except the I
source node, which is labeled.

Labeling rules 1
If a labeled node has an unsaturated forward arc leading to an unlabeled node, the

unlabeled node may now be labeled. If a labeled node has an active reverse arc leading from an
unlabeled node, that unlabeled node may also be labeled.

Optimality Condition 3
If the sink node is unlabeled and no more nodes can be labeled, the algorithm stops. The

network now has the maximum possible flow. The corresponding network "cut" passes
through all arcs which go from a labeled node to an unlabeled node (but not vice versa). These i
arcs form the cut set as defined in appendix A.

Breakthrough

If the sink node becomes labeled, we say that breakthrogh has occurred. When
breakthrough occurs, find the path of arcs connecting the source to the sink node through
labeled nodes. This path is called a flow augmenting path. If an arc is a forward arc, the flow
on that arc may be increased, up to an amount limited by its capacity. If an arc is a reverse arc,
the flow on that arc may be decreased, up to an amount limited by the current flow on the arc.
Let L be the minimum amount that flow may be changed along the flow augmenting path. For
each forward arc on the path, increase the flow by L. For each reverse arc, decrease the flow
by L. The total flow on the network has now been increased by L. Now, make all nodes
except the source node unlabeled and continue the process of labeling, getting a breakthrough,
and increasing flow until optimality is reached.
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Labeling strategy
The description above does not say how to search for nodes to label. There are two

obvious strategies. One method is to label all nodes that can be labeled from the currently
labeled nodes. Then, label all nodes that can be labeled from the newly labeled nodes, and so3 on. This is called a befiiZ.rsearch.

Another method is to label a single node, and then search for the next node to be labeled
from the newly labeled node. If no node can be labeled from the current node being searched,
back up to the node before it and resume the search. The search stops if the current node is the
source node and no more arcs remain to be searched. This is called a dphIirstsearch.

I The NRLA program as implemented uses a depth first search.

3 B.3 SOURCE CODE FILES

The source code for the NRLA program is located in five files, which are compiled into
four object files. The file 'TYPES.PAS' contains Pascal data type definitions, and is included
during the compilation of the other four files.

The file 'NRLA.PAS' contains the code for the routines that do the network algorithm. It
also contains the main program, which calls the initialization, optimization, sensitivity analysis,
and output procedures. The declarations of all global variables are located here.

The file 'INIT.PAS' contains the code for reading the input files and initializing all data
structures.

The file 'OUTPUT.PAS' contains the code for writing the baseline output.

The file 'SENSITIVE.PAS' contains the code that reads the instructions for doing
sensitivity analysis, sets up the data structures appropriately, runs the optimization program,
and writes the sensitivity analysis output.

3 B.4 SOURCE CODE DATA STRUCTURES

A network is a set of points called 'nodes' and a set of directed 'arcs' connecting the
nodes. The NRLA program contains two arrays called 'network' and 'arcs' to store the nodes
and arcs of the network.

Nodes
A node will have a set of arcs coming out of it (forward arcs) and a set of arcs leading into

it (reverse arcs). In order to work, the optimization algorithm needs to know

3 1. The node under consideration. This is held in the global variable 'currentnode'.
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2. The arc under consideration. This is held in the field 'currentarc' of the node. Since
forward and reverse arcs are treated differently, the algorithm must know the
direction of the arc, and this is held in the current node's 'isforward field, which will
be TRUE for a forward arc, and FALSE for a reverse arc.

3. What node to examine if the current node is on a dead end path. This is ,Yid m thei
'backup' field of the current node.

When a breakthrough occurs, the flow can be increased by an amount equal to the minimum 3
flow change on the arcs on the breakthrough path. For convenience, the minimum on the path
up to the current node is stored in the current node's field 'flowup'.

When a node is examined, all arcs coming out of it or leading into it must be examined to I
see if the node on the other end can be labeled. The program will examine first the forward
arcs, then the reverse arcs. The forward and reverse arcs are stored in two single linked lists.
The current node has fields 'firstforward' and 'firstreverse' pointing to the beginnings of the I
respective lists.

Arcs 3
The arcs in the network repair level analysis formulation correspond to possible repair

decisions, or to needed constraints (infinite arcs). All cost information is stored in the array
'arcs', which is an array of records of the type 'arc'. Arc records have fields for the quantities I
TIC, CCCF, CCLF, LCCF, LCLF, and LCSF which are read out of input data files I through
4. The field 'allowed' is set to FALSE if the decision is excluded. The field 'name' is an array
of characters that contains the item index number, the item name, and the item part number. I
Other fields of the arc are:

headnode, tailnode: the nodes at the beginning and end of the arc 3
nextforward, nextreverse: links for the lists mentioned in the node description

arcflow, capacity: used in the labeling algorithm. The capacity is set to TIC for theI
baseline run.

decision: tells what kind of arc this arc is. It may take the values infinite, lrudepot2, 3
Iruscrap2, lrubase2, srudepot2, sruscrap2, srubase2, lrudepot 1, Iruscrap 1, lrubase 1, dec 1,
dec2, depotse, or basese. Here, the 1 or 2 indicates that the arc is associated with a failure
mode of an LRU only (1), or a paired LRU/SRU failure mode (2). 3

taken, senstaken: the field 'taken' records the decision taken by the baseline run.
Senstaken records the decision taken by a sensitivity run. 3
B.5 PROGRAM UNITS

The NRLA main program is located in the source code file 'NRLA.PAS'. The main
program calls the procedures 'initialize', 'optimize', 'outputdata', and 'sensitivity', which are
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located in the source code files 'INIT.PAS', 'OPTIMIZE.PAS', 'OUTPUT.PAS', and
'SENSmVE.PAS', respectively.

The procedure 'initialize' reads the seven baseline input files and sets up the data structures
needed to do the max-flow, min-cut algorithm accordingly.I The procedure 'optimize' solves the maximum flow problem by using the labeling

algorithm described in section B.2.

3 The procedure 'outputdata' creates a report on the results of the baseline run.

The procedure 'sensitivity' reads the 'SENS.DAT input file, sets up data structures
needed to do the revised max-flow, min-cut algorithm, calls the 'optimize' procedure, and
produces a report on the results, which is appended to the same output file that 'outputdata'
uses.
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* APPENDIX C

SAMPLE NRLA RUN

I This appendix contains a sample computer run of the NRLA program. The input cost data
used represents a fictitious system consisting of three LRU types; a radar, a computer, and a
WIU. The radar contains only one SRU, the transmitter, which is responsible for all the radar
failures. Thus the radar has only one failure mode, i.e., that due to the transmitter.

The second LRU, the computer, contains three SRUs: a keyboard, a memory module, and
a disk drive. However, these three SRUs do not account for all computer failures. Thus the
computer has a fourth, non-SRU-related failure mode. The third LRU, the WIU, has no
SRUs, so that it has just a single failure mode.

I These three LRUs represent all the basically different combinations of failure modes. Thus
in figure C-i, the depot repair cost input file, the radar costs are only shown as paired with the
transmitter costs, since the radar has no other failure modes. However, the computer costs are
broken down and paired with each of its three SRUs in order to list both the LRU and the SRU
costs for these SRU-related failure modes. In addition, the computer costs for its non-SRU-
related failure mode are separately listed. Finally, the WIU is listed alone since it has no
SRUs.

Figures C-2 and C-3 show these LRU and SRU costs in exactly the same format for other
repair decisions. However, figure C-4 shows SRU costs only, as discussed in sections 2.4
and 4.2.2. The three lines shown for each SRU represent, respectively, the basic scrap cost
(for Replacement Spares), DECI, and DEC2 costs. Figure C-5 does not show any item
names, but gives support equipment requirements for the same LRU/SRU failure mode
combinations shown in figures C-1, C-2, and C-3, which are represented in exactly the same
sequence. Figures C-6 and C-7 give base and depot costs, respectively, for five sample pieces
of support equipment. C-8 shows a simple sensitivity analysis file, as previously discussed in3 section 4.3.

The sample NRLA output tables are fairly self-explanatory. For example, figure C-9
shows that no depot support equipment was required to be purchased as a result of the NRLA
decisions. Figure C-10, however, shows that all base support equipment was needed.

Figure C- II shows the repair decisions for the baseline NRLA run. In this output table
repair decisions are indicated by having their cost printed under the corresponding column
heading. Thus on the WIU line in the figure, a cost is shown in the "LRU SCRAP" column
indicating the decision for that LRU. Also note in this output table that, for each LRU, all its
associated SRUs all appear in a list under the LRU, in contrast to the paired format of figures
C- I through C-3. For each SRU-related failure mode, the repair decision for both the LRU
and the SRU is then given on the same line n t he fl. Thus, for example, on the line
next to the memory module, figure C-Il shows that the LRU, the computer, should be base
repaired in this failure mode and the SRU, the memory module, should also be base repaired.
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In the output table of NRLA decisions, if an LRU has both SRU-related and non-SRU-
related failure modes, then the non-SRU-related failure mode will appear last in the list under
the LRU and will be identified by the word "NONE" - meaning no SRU is associated with this
failure mode. This convention is illustrated in figure C-I l where "NONE" is listed under the
computer to indicate its non-SRU-related failure mode. Note that only an LRU repair decision
is given for such a failure mode. Finally, if an LRU contains no SRUs, then the repair 3
decision (for the LRU only) is indicated on the same line as the LRU, as is shown for the WIU
in figure C- l.

The total system costs for all repair decisions are given at the end of the output baseline
NRLA decisions table, broken out into total costs for depot repair, scrap, base repair, DEC 1,
and DEC2, along with total support equipment costs at both the base and depot levels. Note in
figure C-11 that each of the total costs shown for depot repair, scrap, and base repair include
both the LRU and SRU costs for the given repair decision. Thus the total base repair cost
shown includes the costs for base repair of both the computer (in all its failure modes) and all
of its component SRUs. I

A final point worth noting in figure C-1l, regards the LRU scrap cost shown for the radar
(which appears on the line with the transmitter, its only SRU). We have mentioned several
times, e.g., in sections 2.3, A.5, and B.l, that, for the LRU scrap network arc cost, the
NRLA program actually uses the difference between the input scrap costs of the LRU and the
SRU in the given failure mode. This practice avoids double counting SRU scrap costs. Note
from figure C-3 that the input scrap cost of the radar is $741,127, and from figure C-4 the U
input scrap cost of the transmitter is $461,262. Thus figure C-II shows an LRU scrap cost of
$279,865 which is the difference between these two scrap costs. As a result, all the scrap
costs shown in figure C- II can be added together, for both LRUs and SRUs, to get a total I
system scrap cost without any danger of double counting.

The last figure, C-12 shows the results of a sensitivity analysis run, in which all baseline
MTBF values have been changed by 150 percent (i.e., multiplied by 1.5) and all unit costs
have been changed by a factor of 50 percent (i.e., cut in half). The output table shows that the
repair decisions for only two LRU failure modes were changed, the computer/memory module
failure combination and the computer/disk drive failure combination. Note that for these two I
failure modes, the computer remained as base repaired, but the SRU in each case changed from
base repair to scrap. Note that the sensitivity analysis input data file used to generate this run is
printed at the beginning of the output results table for reference. (Compare with figure C-8). U
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RUN This is a testI
ALL 150 50

END

Figure C-8. Sample Sensitivity Analysis Input File3
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Depot Support Equipment Purchased
item name cost
i ndex no

Total Depot Support Equipment Cost 0

I
I

Depot Support Equipment Not Purchased
item name

index no
I PECULIAR 1

2 INT TEST SET 1
3 INT TEST SET 2

4 MBS

5 ATE

I

Figure C-9. Sample Output Depot SE Decisions
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I

Base Support Equipment Purchased I
item name cost

Idx no PECULIAR 1 1514802

2 INT TEST SET 1 222646

3 INT TEST SET 2 30673
4 MRS 234346
5 ATE 63845

Totat Base Support Equipment Cost 2066312 3
I
I

Base Support Equipment Not Purchased
item name
index no

U
Figure C-lO. Sample Output Base SE Decisions 3
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

RUN This is a test

ALL 150 50

END

LRU/SRU NAME BASELINE DECISIONS ALTERED DECISIONS U
INDEX LRU SRU LRU SRU

3 COMPUTER

5 MEMORY MODULE BASE BASE BASE SCRAP

6 DISK DRIVE BASE BASE BASE SCRAP

I

Figure C-12. Sample Output Sensitivity Analysis Results 1
I
U
I
I
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